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Conspiracy theories about COVID-19

Aims of the SpeedTalk

•

To briefly illustrate why - from a health communication point of view
- conspiracy theories and fake news can be more persuasive
than science.

•

To outline some recommendations for scientists and public
health institutions on how to better engage in science
dissemination.

Example: Origins of COVID-19

1. Source credibility
•

Fact: Persuasiveness of a message is strongly
linked to the credibility of its source.

•

Age of social media à emphasis on images and
appearance, attractiveness (i.e., familiarity,
likeability, popularity) is more evident than
competence.

•

A “celebrity” can be more persuasive than
dozens of established scientists.

2. Complexity of messages
•

Fact: The public lacks basic
literacy and scientific literacy
skills.

•

•

Scientific publications:
•

written for other scientists

•

assume an understanding of the
principles of science

•

are packed with jargon.

Conspiracy theories:
•

present very basic concepts

•

immediately understandable by most
people.

“The zoonotic source of SARSCoV-2 is not confirmed, however,
sequence-based analysis
suggested bats as the key
reservoir. DNA recombination
was found to be involved at spike
glycoprotein which assorted
SARS-CoV (CoVZXC21 or
CoVZC45) with the RBD of
another Beta CoV, thus could be
the reason for cross-species
transmission and rapid infection.”
“COVID-19 spreads through
5G towers.”

3. Accessibility of information
•

Fact: People are now used to have all information they need at their
fingertips.

Scientific evidence
§ published on scientific journals
§ can be accessed only buying a
subscription (“paywalls”) and
§ available in specialized
databases, not widely known by
the public.

Conspiracy theories
§ often spread through social
networks,
§ easy access and sharing.

4. Strength of claims
•

Fact: Most people do not handle uncertainty
very well: the higher the degree of uncertainty,
the lower the persuasiveness of a message.

•

Scientific evidence is intrinsically uncertain:

•

•

What holds true today could be confuted
tomorrow.

•

Data available only for a certain segment of the
population,

•

Even the strongest causal links include a degree
of uncertainty.

Without the burden of proof, conspiracy
theories can make stronger claims.

”Based on what we know
until now, …”

“Smokers are 23 times
more likely to develop lung
“The new drug has shown
cancer.”
to be effective in a sample
of young males with no
history of overweight.”

“Vaccines cause
infertility.”

5. Timeliness of information
•

Fact: We live in fast-paced society and timeliness is a key
determinant of persuasiveness of a message.

•

Scientists often wait until they have a comprehensive
understanding of a phenomenon before “going public” –> this
might require years!

•

Conspiracy theories, not being based on evidence, can
immediately make strong claims on any new topic, greatly
increasing their relevance.

Should we learn from influencers?
•

If we want our voices to be heard, and be able to compete with
conspiracy theories, as scientists and institutions we should
learn from web influencers.

•

Concretely this means:
•

Putting yourself out there – create your own channel

•

Building and maintaining your community – this means also sharing
something “personal”

•

Communicating timely and constantly – try to respond to current
events and create contents to fill the “voids”

•

Simplifying – without losing precision

•

Acknowledging and explaining uncertainty - rather than refraining to
comment on an issue because of it

It is possible! A few good examples from Italy

Thank you for your attention!
Questions?
Nicola.Diviani@paraplegie.ch

